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I. Introduction

A. Fiber Bundles

The central notion of this thesis, that of a simpli-

cial bundle, may be viewed as a (partial) generalization of

the familiar concept'of a fiber bundle. More precisely, a

simplicial bundle is a generalization of a fiber bundle

over a simplicial complex. To clarify this connection and

thus to motivate the notion of simplicial bundle, a some-

what unusual definition of a fiber bundle over a simplicial

complex will be given. A fiber bundle over the simplicial

complex, K, will be thought of as a function which to

every simplex a E K assigns a communative diagram

a

Ea --> x F

lal

where lal denotes the space of a Ea and F are topo-

logical spaces, Oa is a homeomorphism, (1)a is a map and

p is the natural projection. Furthermore, it is required



that if cy and T are simplices of K such that

IalC ITI, then EG C ET and (pa = cPTIEG. IKI is called

the base space, F the standard fiber, E = Lj Ea the
-EEK

total space, and cp:E IKI defined by cp(b) = cpa(b)

where b E Ea is called the projection of the fiber
bundle.

A (global) cross section of this fiber bundle is a
map f:IKI E such that (1)f is the identity on IKI. A

cross section over Kg (the q-skeleton of K) is a map

f:IKg1 -4- E such that cpf is the identity on 1Kg1.

There are many interesting examples of fiber bundles
[3, p. 3]. A covering space E of the space IKI is a
fiber bundle. The projection cp:E IKI is the covering
map and the fiber F has the discrete topology.

Another example of a fiber bundle is a Lie group G

acting as a transitive group of transformations on a mani-
fold M. The projection is defined by selecting a point
mo E M and defining (1)(b) = bmo. The fiber is the sub-

group of G which leaves
m0

fixed. A cross section now,

can be identified with a certain type of family of trans-
formations of M.

The tangent bundle of a manifold is an important

2



3

example of a fiber bundle. A cross section here is just a

vector field over the manifold. The tangent sphere bundle

is the tangent bundle with the zero vectors deleted. A

cross section of this bundle is a non-zero vector field.

B. Simplicial Bundles

A simplicial bundle over K, as defined by Smith

[2, p. 290] is a structure such as the one just given in

defining a fiber bundle, with the exception that each

simplex of K is allowed to have a different fiber. That

is, for each a E K there exists a commutative diagram

ea

Ea
4 lal a

(1)0\1 /PG

!GI

such that if lal C ITI, then
Ea

C E and
cpa

= IE .
T a

A cross section over Kg is a map f:IKg1 E such that

cpa f is the identity on lal for all a E Kg.

The spaces, Fa, will be called the standard fibers

of the simplicial bundle, and the spaces, Ea, will be

called the total spaces. Terminology for the total space,

base space, and projection will be the same as in the fiber
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bundle case.

This generalization of the concept of a fiber bundle

arose naturally out of Smith's investigation of submersions

[2]. If f:X Y is a submersion of the manifold, X,

onto the manifold Y, if C is a compact subset of X,

and if K is a triangulation of f(C) which has fine

enough mesh, then a tubular neighborhood theorem [2, p. 290]

implies that there is a simplicial bundle, E IKI, such

that E is a subset of X which contains C and

= flE. Using an elementary obstruction theoretic result

from the theory of fiber bundles which clearly generalizes

to include simplicial bundles, Smith was able to conclude

several interesting geometric results; among them a theorem

[2, theorem 4] giving conditions under which a partial cross

section of a submersion may be extended.

A slightly more general definition of the term "sim-

plicial bundle" will be used here (the precise definition

is given in Chapter II). This increase in generality al-

lows consideration of the "Lefschetz" and "punctured star"

bundles of a simplicial complex which will be discussed

next.

C. Fixed Point Free Maps

Any simplicial complex, K, determines a (product)

simplicial bundle as follows: for each a E K let



E = x 1KI,
Fa = 11(1 0 be the identity on

a

lal x 1K1 and be the cartesian projection. It is

shown in Chapter V, that a simplicial bundle (in the more

general sense of this paper) may still be obtained if the

diagonal set is removed from each ta (the diagonal of

IKI is the set Ada!X IKI) = f(xfx)lx E lal}).
In this case the fiber is 1K1 with an interior point of

Ial deleted. This bundle, which will be called the

Lefschetz bundle, is denoted g,(K); cross sections in a(K)

may be identified with fixed point free maps, f:IKI 4- IKI.

The punctured star bundle, .a(K), of K may be

obtained from ,Z(K) by replacing the fiber over each

a EK by the open star of a (st a) with an interior

point of lal deleted. Cross sections of this bundle are

essentially small fixed point free deformations of 1KI.

D. Obstruction Theory

A large body of theory is known for fiber bundles,

most of which does not generalize to simplicial bundles.

Obstruction theory is that part of the known theory dealing

with construction of cross sections; it applies only when

the base space is the space of a simplicial (or cell) com-

plex.

The object of this thesis is to develop an obstruc-

tion theory for simplicial bundles which generalizes this
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classical theory. As it turns out, the new theory is some-

what richer than its classical counterpart, since the vari-

ation in the fibers associated with distinct simplices gives

rise to some new possibilities which will be described

later in this section (cf. examples 1 and 2).

What follows now, is a brief discussion of classical

obstruction theory followed by a sketch of the theory de-

veloped in this paper (absolute obstruction theory will be

sketched; the text develops a relative obstruction theory

which is slightly more general).

A cross section of a fiber bundle is constructed

stepwise over the skeleton of K. Since K0 has the dis-

crete topology, cross sections over K0 exist. If

1

f:1K°1 E is a cross section over K0 , then f can be

1extended to Kif and only if [3, p. 148] f(lo-1) is

-1 1 I

contained in one path component of (ib WI) for every

one-dimensional simplex a E K, where 3(101) denotes

the boundary of lal This condition will always be satis-

-1 1 1

fied if F is path connected because (I) (Ial) is homo-

morphic to

If f:1Kcil E is a cross section over the q-skele-

ton of K then f can be extended to IKT4-11 if and

only if [3, p. 1511 the q-sphere, (101), is homotopic

101 F
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to a constant for each (q+1)-dimensional simplex, a F K. If

the fiber has trivial q-dimensional homotopy, then the

above homotopies will exist.

This stepwise extension process succeeds until one

encounters the first dimension, n, such that the fiber

has non-trivial n-homotopy. In order to study extendabi-

lity of cross sections past this dimension, a cochain com-

plex is constructed [3, p. 156] with local coefficients in

the n-dimensional homotopy groups of the spaces-1(Xa)

(the fibers), where the points, Xa, are chosen such that

Xa E lal for each a E K. The standard fiber (and there-

fore all of the fibers) is assumed to be n-simple so that

base points need not be chosen for the homotopy groups of

the fibers. Since all of the fibers are homeomorphic, it

may appear that one need use only one homotopy group (name-

ly 711(F)) as coefficient group of this cochain complex

(i.e. it may appear that ordinary cohomology with coeffi-

cients in
7n(F)

would apply, obviating the use of cohomo-

logy with local coefficients). However, the more compli-

cated theory is necessary because the homotopy groups of

the fibers are not "naturally" isomorphic. This is a key

observation needed in extending the theory to simplicial

bundles, where the fibers are not necessarily homeomorphic.

A cross section f:11(111 + E determines an (n+1)-

dimensional cochain, c(f), in the cochain complex just
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mentioned, whose vanishing is a necessary and sufficient

condition for the extension of f to a cross section over

the (n+1)-skeleton. This cochain turns out to be a cocycle

(the primary obstruction cocycle), and it determines, there-

fore, a cohomology class (in the graded cohomology group

determined by the cochain complex) called the primary ob-

struction associated with f.

With any two cross sections,
f0

and f1, over Kn

a difference cochain (denoted
d(f0' f1

)) can be associated

whose coboundary is the difference between the primary ob-

struction cocycles of fo and
f1 (cSd(f0' f1 )=c(f0 )-c(f1)).

(This difference cochain is defined in terms of a homotopy

over IKn-11 between f
0

le-11
and

fl
IKn -1I which

exists because F is (n-1)-connected.) Therefore all

cross sections over Kn determine the same primary obstruc-

tion which may now be denoted

It turns out that if a cross section, fo, over Kn

is held fixed and
f1

is varied over all cross sections

over Kn which agree with
f0

on IKn-11, then

5d(f01f1) sweeps out the entire primary obstruction coho-

mology class. This clearly implies that if f:IKnI ÷ E is

1

a cross section over Kn, then f IKn-11 extends to a



n+1
cross section over K if and only if c = 0. Since

cross sections do exist over Kn, cross sections exist

n+1 .

over K if and only if c = 0.

A cross section of a simplicial bundle can be con-

structed in much the same way as a cross section of a fiber

bundle. Now, however, there is a bookkeeping problem since

the fibers may vary. Cross sections exist over K0 for

the same reason that they exist in a fiber bundle. A cross

section f:1Kcil E extends to a cross section over Kq+1

if and only if fl(lal) is homotopic to a point for each

(q+1)-simplex a E K. These homotopies will exist if

(Fa) = 0 for all such (q+1)-simplices, a E K. As be-

fore, this stepwise process succeeds until a dimension, n,

is encountered such that there exists an (n+1)-simplex,

a E K, with Trn(Fa) 0.

, k
1

Let the set, {n}1 integers, n., for which1 1= 1

there exists an (ni+1)-simplex a E K with 7 (F) 0,
n. a1

be ordered so that n1 < n2 < <
nk.

A cochain complex,

C*(K;II ) with local coefficients in the groups
ni

7n.(cp-1(X )) can be constructed for each integer,
a

9

such that 1 < i < k (as was done in the fiber bundle case



ni
at what corresponds to

n1
). A cross section, f:IK I

fl n.+1n.+1

over K determines a cocycle in C
(K;Eni)

(the

n.+1
(n+1)(n.+1)-dimensional obstruction cocycle, denoted c (f))

ni+1
and f will extend to a cross section over K if and

n.+1
only if c 1 (f) = 0.

At this point the theory diverges somewhat from the

classical theory of fiber bundles due to the fact that dif-

ference cochains may not exist even on the n1-level, due

to the fact that the fibers associated with different sim-

plices are not homeomorphic (cf. example 1). Again, in a

simplicial bundle, difference cochains may exist for every

n.
pair of cross sections over K 1 for all i such that

1 < i < k (cf. example 2). On the other hand, a fiber_
bundle admits difference cochains at the first dimension

for which F has non-trivial homotopy (as has been noted)

but cannot admit difference cochains for every pair of cross

sections over any skeleton of larger dimension.

A little more notation will facilitate a statement

of the main conclusion. A simplicial bundle which admits

the appropriate difference cochains in C*(K;Iln ) where

10

1 < i < will be called n--ample (a precise definition



is given in section III. C). Conditions (on the homotopy

groups of the fibers) can be given under which a simplicial

bundle must be n.-ample (cf. Appendix II). A simplicial

bundle whi.ch is n--ample for all i such that 1 < i < k

(using the notation established above) will be called ample.

If the simplicial bundle in question is n1-ample and if f

n1
is a cross section over K (such cross sections will

exist), then the (n1+1)-dimensional obstruction cocycle,

n1+1
(f), (or the primary obstruction cocycle) determines

n1+1
a cohomology class which clearly does not depend on

n +1
f. As in the fiber bundle case, each element of .E 1

n1+1an obstruction cocycle, c (f), where f is an exten-

11

sion of f

sible to extend f

n1-11K I to 1K I. Therefore,1

n1 to K1n+1-1
1K I if and only if

will be pos-

n1+1 =(),Ifthesimplicialbundleisn.-ample and if
3

n. n.+1
there exists a cross section f over K 3, then c3 (f)

n.+1
determines a cohomology class, C- 3 which does not de-

is

pend on f. f K11 will extend to a cross section over



n.+1 _n.+1
K 3 if and only if c 3 = 0. Notice that a simplicial

n.+1
bundle must be n,-ample in order that E 3 be defined.

k+1The cohomology element, is called the ob-

struction of the simplicial bundle. It is defined if and

n.+1
only if, the bundle is ample and 1 is defined and zero

for all i such that 1 < i < k.

The main theorem of this paper (more precisely, co-

rollary 1 of section III, C) can now be stated: An n.-
--

n.+1
ample simplicial bundle admits cross sections over K 3

(and therefore over K 3'.'" if < k) if and only if

n.+1
C- 3 is defined and zero.

An easy corollary (corollary 3 of section III, C):

An ample simplicial bundle admits a cross section if and

only if its obstruction is defined and zero.

12

The development of obstruction theory given here,

while more general than the classical theory, is simpler

than the usual development in two respects. Product bundles

are avoided by the use of the second homotopy addition theo-

rem of Appendix I, and the co-boundary operator is defined

in terms of inclusion induced maps instead of path induced

isomorphisms between fibers of a covering space.



II. Simplicial Bundles

A. Definition

A simplicial bundle, P, over the oriented simplicial

complex, K, is a family B = (E ,(1) ,e ,F )aaoaaEK

13

such that

when 0",T E K,

E and F are topological spaces,
a a

gba:E0 lal is a (continuous) map,

lal X Fa is a homeomorphism into
a a

laI xFa such that

e
cl((15-1(int

= (int la!) XF where int lal
a

is the interior of lal,
-1

(I) 01(x,5)= x for all (x,$) E e (E ),
c5 a a a

if a is a face of T (in symbols: if

a < T), then Ea c ET and (1)0. = CrlEa.

Throughout this paper, L will be a (possibly empty)

subcomplex of K. A cross section (of over L UKg (or

a partial cross section) is a map f: L U Kg U Ea
aeLUKci

such that
(1)aflial

is the identity on lal for all

aGLUKg. Notice that this condition requires that

and



over L U Kg. If L is the empty subcomplex then

r (K,146) will be denoted by rq(K.B). The set of all

cross sections over K will be denoted by r(Koi).

B. Notation

Given a simplicial bundle B = (Ea,(1)0,0_,F )

a GEK

choose x E int 'GI for each a E K
(xa

is the one

point of !GI if a E le) and make the following defini-

tions:

pa:IGI x Fa -> 1°1 by pa(x,$) = x,

va:lal x Fa Fa by va(x,$) = s

pa:Fa 'GI x Fa by pa(s) = (XIS),

-
p :E

1
(x ) by

a a a 0

pa(b) = 0 lp v 8 (b) and,
CT CT

E =U E .

GEK

14

f(101) C
Ea

for each aELUKg. A(global) cross section

of 13 is a cross section over L U K.

Let r (K,L;B) denote the set of all cross sections



C. Remarks

Notice that axiom 4 in section II. A is equva-

lent to (1)0. = paea, since

-1
p0.00.(0a (x,$)) = p

-1a(x,$)

= x = (1) e (x,$)
(3 (3

for every (x,$) E 0(E0).

If f:3(lal) E (where D(Ial) denotes the
a

boundary of
I G I ) is a map such that cbaf is the identity

on 3(lal), and if fadal (1);1(xa)

continuously extends paf, then f extends to a cross

section f over lal by i(x) = e-1(x,v e0f (x))a CY CY

(if x E int lal then (x,v0.00 fa(x)) C Im ecy; if

x E

=af(x) E Im 0; therefore f is well defined).
0

Each fiber (1)a-1(xa) is homeomorphic to F

if x E int lal. This is not necessarily true if

x E (1(11). If one used the definition of simlicial

bundle given in the introduction, then (1)-1(x) would be
a

homeamorphic to
Fa

for all x E lal.

6a
embeds E in lal x Fa, and lal x Fa

then (x,vaeGfa(x)) = (x,v00.f(x))

15

contracts onto Ixal x Fa.
This implies that the inclusion



map, iG -1(xa) Ea, is a homotopy inverse for pa.
G

Therefore
ia*:7(4)-1(xa))

-4- 7(E) is an isomorphism and
a

is its inverse. Since cl)-1(x ) is homeomorphic to
a

F was chosen in the interior of lap, all three

(graded) homotopy groups, 71-(cp-1(x )), 7(F0) and 7(Ea),G

are isomorphic.

5. Unless otherwise stated, all fibers over K-L

will be assumed to be path connected and q-simple for all

q. (Simplicial bundles in which the fibers over K'-L are

not path connected will be considered in section III, C.

The path components of each fiber will be assumed to be

q-simple for all q.)

Pa*

16



III. Obstruction Theory

A. Cohomology with Local Coefficients

1. The Graded Group C*(K,L;Iln).

Let 8 = (E01(00.,00.1FdacK be a simplicial bundle

(in which all fibers are q-simple for all q, cf. II, C, 5),

and let L be a (possibly empty) subcomplex of K. For

each positive integer, n, define II =E)
7n(Fa),

and
aEK

for each nonnegative integer, q, define

{ala E K -a E K(q)} if q > 0

0
if q = 0,

where K the set of all q-simplices in K and -a

is the simplex obtained from a by reversing orientation.

For each nonnegative q, set

Cq(K:11n)={c:Ki4-11nIc(a)E.Trn(Fa)and c(-0)-= -c(a)for all aEK(11,

and define Cq(K;1111) = 0 for all other integers, q.

Elements of
Cq(K;11n)

are called q-dimensional co-

chains and are added by the formula (c1+c2)(a)=c1(a)+c2(a).

17
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Under this operation, C(;11) is an abelian group. (The

assumption made in remark II, C, 5 is necessary here. It

implies that
IIn

is abelian even when n = 1 [3, p. 87].)

Let C*(K,L;11
q

) be the subgroup of C*(K:11
q)

which is zero on L (i.e. if c ( Cq(K,L;11) and a ( L
q

then c(a) = 0).

2. The Maps
GT

Let G,T and A be simplices in K such that

G < T < A. Denote the inclusion map Ea c ET by icry,

-1 -1and define waT*(q)0. (x0)) Tr*((PT (XT)) by

= p .
UT T* OT* a*

.-1(cf. II, C, 4). Since PT* = *,

the following transitivity condition holds:

TA OT = pA* iTA* iT* PT* iGT* ia*

= PA* iTA * iOT* ia*

= PA* icyA* ia* waA'

3. The Coboundary Homomorphism

For every integer, q, define a coboundary homomor-

phism,el:Cq(K;IIn) c(;11),K;11), by

[ (c) (T) =
aCK(q)

[a;T]
wGT c(a)
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where T E Kq+1 and [a;T] is the incidence number of a

in T (defined in appendix I). If T is replaced by -T

in the above formula, then each incidence number changes

sign, so [6q(c)](-T) = -[6q(c)](T), therefore 6c1 is a

well defined homomorphism. If any a E K were to be

replaced by -a, then [a;T] and c(a) would both change

signs, leaving [6q(c)](T) unchanged. Therefore cS is

independent of the orientations chosen for K.

Let c C ei(K,iln) and A E K(14.2. Then:

[6(1+1(Sq(c)](A) = [T:Alw [0(c)](T)
TA

TEK(q+1)

= [T;A]w yTA
[G;T]w c(a)

GT
TEK(q+1) 4 (q)

[T;A][a;T]w w c(a)
TA aT

a EK
(q)

T EK
(q+l)

waA
c(a) [T;A][0.;T].

EK(q)
(q+1)

TEK

Since incidence numbers satisfy 1 [T;A][a;T] = 0

-ECK
(q+1)

[1, p. 56], = 0 and the term "coboundary homomorphism"

is justified.

If a cochain, c, is zero on L, then 6c is also

zero on L. Therefore 6 induces a coboundary homomorphism

(again called 6) on c*(K,L;11n).



4. The Cohomology Group, H*(K,L;11n)

For any choice, {xal-aEK of base points, the pro-

cedure above gives a cochain complex, C*(K,L;11n), which

in turn determines a cohomology group H*(K,L;Iln).

If ixa1aEK and {x'} are two (possibly dif-a aEK

ferent) choices of base points, let the corresponding co-
chain complexes and cohomology groups be distinguished by

the use of a prime. Define an isomorphism,

lp:C*(K,L;1111) C"(K,L;11n), by [ip(c)](a) = p*ia*c(a).

If c C Cq(K,L;1111) and T K(q+1), then

[4)(c)](T) = [a;T]aisT [1.1)(c)] (a)
G

(q)

= X [G;T]p' * J. * p *1T* UT a a *1 a*C ( )

aCK(q)

[a;T]p'* i
CT

* iU*
c(a)

T

GEK(q)

[a;T]PT* iT* PT* jUT* iU* C(a)

. /37* iT*
[a;T]waT c(a)

aK(q)

= p T* [6(c)](T) = [0(c)](T)
T

Therefore ip induces an isomorphism

20
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T:H*(K,L;11n) H1*(K,L;11n). In view of the above, the de-

finition of H*(K,L;En) may be considered to be indepen-

dent of the choice of base points. The fibers, cp-1(x ),
a a

will be identified with the standard fibers F.

B. The Obstruction Cocycle

Definition

For each partial cross section f E Fn(K,14), such

that n > 1, define a cochain, cn+1(f) E Cn+1(K,L;11), by

+1setting [cn (f)](T) = [p fa
T]

for each T E K(n+1)

where [pTfaT] is that element of ffn(F0) determined by

the oriented (n-1)-sphere pTfla(ITI) UpTfaT] is defined

precisely in Appendix I). It will be seen soon (section

III, B, 2, d) that cn+1(f) is zero on

(i.e. cn+1(f)
E cn+1,K L.11

,)." n

Extension of Cross Sections

Let f:ILI E be a cross section of over

L. Since 101 has the discrete topology, f can be ex-

tended to a cross section f ro "(K L-).

If f e Fn(K,L;B) and fl D(TI) extends to a

(114-1)cross section over TI for every T ( K-L, then f
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extends to a cross section i E rn_a(K,L;B) (since the in-

teriors of the (q+1)-simplices are disjoint open sets).

If f E r0(K,L01), then f extends to a

cross section f E r1 "(K L-B) if and only if p f(3(1T1))

is contained in one path component of Fa for each

T E K(1)-L. This implies that r1(K,L;13) is nonempty (if

K(1) is nonempty) since all fibers are assumed to be path

connected.

Proof: If f extends to f, then PTi IT I
is a

path in F for each T E K(1)-L. Therefore p fID(ITI)

is contained in one path component of F for each

T E K(1) -L.

If p1f(3(ITI)) is contained in one path component

of F for each T E K(1)-L, then there exist paths

F such that a = P f I 3 (ITO' Define

E r1(K,L03) by i(x) = 0-1(x,a (x)) for each

T E K(1)-L (cf. II, C, 2 and III, A, 4).

If f E rn(K,L;B) where n > 0, then

cn+1(f) = 0 if and only if f extends to a cross section

E rn+1(KiL;6)'

n+1Proof: c(f) = 0 if and only if p fID(ITI) is



TEK

TEK

Tex
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homotopic to a constant map for each T E Kn+1; but this is

true if and only if PTfla(ITI) can be extended to ITI

for each such T. Such a map f :ITI + F determines a

cross section i:ITI + E by i(x) = 0 (x,f (x)) (cf. re-

mark II, C, 2). This together with the observation III, B,

2, b completes the proof.

3. c
n+1

n+1(f) = 0.

Proof: Let Ae K(n+2). Then

[(5n+1cn+1(f)](A) = [T;A]w ,A[c111-1(f)](T)T
(n+1

. [T;AlPx* iIA* iT* [PTfaT]
(n+1)

-1= [Tin* iTA* PT* PT* [faT]
(n+1)

TEK

. [T;A]p i[faT- T
(n+1)

= [T;A][pxfaT].
TK(n+1)

This last expression is zero by the first homotopy ad-

dition theorem of Appendix I, so the lemma is proved.

cn+1(f) is called the (n+1)-dimensional obstruction

(to the extension of f) cocycle. It determines a cohomo-

n+1logy class -a-n+1(f) E H(K,L;En).
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C. The Main Theorem

1. The Path Connected Case

Let A(K,L;e) be the set of all integers, n, for

T E Kwhich there exists an (n+1)- simplex (n+1)
-L such

that it 0. Then A(K,L;e) is a finite set,

fn.} , of integers which can be ordered so that
.

1=1

0 < n1 < n2 < < nk (n1 > 0 since all fibers are as-

sumed to be path connected).

Let f0 and f1 be two cross sections of 63 over

L U Kn which agree on L (i.e. fo ILI = f1 ILI). A dif-

ference cochain (associated with f0 and f1) is a co-

chain, dn(f0,f1) E Cn(K,L;111.1), such that

eldriff f1 = (LO)
c114-1

"-1'
) A simplicial bundle is

' 0' 1

said to be n-ample for n E A(K,L;e), if for every

q E A(K,L;e) such that 0 < q < n and every pair of maps

f0,f1 E rq(K,L;9), there exists a difference cochain.

Lemma 1: If
f,u

e rn(K,L;1) and c E e+1(f),

then there exists a cross section, fl E rn(K,L;e), such

that c = cn+1(f1) and f0 U Kn-11 = f1 !L U Kn-11.
1I



f1(x) =

Then
fl

-
Proof: Since c E c

n+1
(f0), there exists a

n+1(f0)
d E Cn(K,L;Iln) such that Snd = For each

E(n)-L, d(a) En(Fa) so that there exists maps,

H0:3(loIxI) +
Ea,

such that [pH] = d(a). Since E

is path connected (by assumption), Ha
can be chosen such

that Hl (Ial x f°1) = f0 lal and Ha(x,t) = f0(x) for

all x E (lal). This determines a map

H: () D(IalxI) + E.

aEK(n)-L

Define fl E Fn(K,L;e) by

-1
0a (x,ya0aH(x1)) if x E a C IKn-LI

(x) otherwise.

IL u K'11 fo

termines a difference cochain (Lemma 1 of Appendix II),

dn(f f ) E Cn(K,L;11n) such that
dn(f0' f1 )

= d.
0' 1

Using the defining property of difference cochains:

cn+1(f) c 6nd = 6ndn(fO'fl)

= cn+1(fo) - cn+1(f1 ), therefore

C = cn+1(f ).
1
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IL U Kn11- 1. Furthermore, H de-



Lemma 2: Suppose that f E rn(K,L,9) and that

is n-ample relative to L. Then f IL U Kn-11 extends

to a cross section E r+1 "(K L-Ii) if and only if
n

_n+1
c (f) = 0.

Proof: Suppose that f

-But c cn+1(f) and n+1
(f

ry since B is n-ample; therefore

en+1(f) an+1(i
IL U KnI) = 0.

_n+1If c (f) = 0, then by Lemma 1 of this section,

there exists a cross section T E rn(K,L;P) such that

eT IL u Kn-11 = f IL U Kn-11 and cn(f)
0 an+1(f)

Then T extends to a map f Fro_1(K,L;B) which is also

an extension of flIL U Kn-1I.

Now let f:ILI + E be a cross section of over

L. It is clear from Section III, B, 2 that f extends

to a map fl E r (K,L,B). If B is n -ample relative
n1

n1 -ample

L then f determines a cohomology class,

--Jn1+1 n1+1 n +1
- (f) = -6-n1+1(f1); and(f) E H (K,L,11

1

ni), by c

f extends to a cross section i E rn +1(K'L;63) if and
1

IL U Kn-11 extends to a

26

IL U KnI) differ by a cobounda-

cross section, over LUKn+1. Then cn+1(i ILUKnI)=0.



_n1+1
only if c (f) = 0 (this follows immediately from

Lemma 2 of this section). extends to a map

f2 E

rn2(K,L;B)
(Section III, B. 2), which, of course, is

also an extension of f.

If p is n.-ample relative to L and if there

exists an extension fi E rn (K,L;P) of f then

_n.+1 _n.+1 n.+1 .

C 3 (f) can be defined by setting c 3 (f) = 3 (f3).

f extends to a map f E rn 1(K,L;B) if and only if

_n.+1
c 3 (f) = 0 (Lemma 2 of this section). Notice that

_n.+1
C 3 (f) is defined only when F is n.-ample relative

3

_ni+1
to L and c (f) is defined and zero for all i such

that 1 < i < j. This proves the main theorem:

Theorem: If B is n.-ample relative to L, then
--

a cross section f:ILI E extends to a map

n.+1fj+1 r (K,L;B) if and only if -& 3 (f) is definedn3+1

and zero.

If L is empty and B is n-ample relative to L,

then B will be said to be n-ample. If B is nk-ample

(nk-ample relative to L) then F is said to be ample

(ample relative to L).

27



n.+1
only if .E 3 (6) is defined and zero.

Corollary 2: A cross section, f:ILI E, extends

to a (global) cross section of a simplicial bundle which is

ample relative to L if and only if the obstruction to

the extension of f is defined and zero.

Corollary 3: An ample simplicial bundle admits a

(global) cross section if and only if its obstruction is

defined and zero.

2. The Non-Path Connected Case

28

k+1The cohomology class, (f) will be called the

obstruction to the extension of f.

If L is empty, f C Fn(K,L;E) =n(K03), and B

is n-ample, then cn+1(f) determines a cohomology class,

c (f), which doesn't depend on f for each n E A(K;R).

This class will be denoted byn+1(P).
nk+1The class E (6) will be called the obstruction

(to the existence of a cross section) of B.

The following corollaries are an exercise in permu-

tating the teminology.

Corollary 1: An n.-ample simplicial bundle admits

cross sections over Kg where n.<ci < n+1. , if and

It is possible for a simplicial complex to have a



Lefschetz bundle or punctured star bundle in which the

fibers over the one-skeleton are not path connected (for

example, every fiber in the punctured star bundle of s1

has exactly two path components). The theory of section

III, C.1 will now be expanded to include these bundles.

Assume now, that B is a simplicial bundle in

which every path component of every fiber over K-L is

q-simple for all q, and that
Fa is path connected

whenever 0 E (K-K1)-L. If there is a simplex, a E

such that
Fa is not path connected (this situation will

be described by saying that 70(F0) 0) then nl = 0

(cf. Section C.1).

Let f be a cross section over L. The expression

-1
c (f) = 0 will mean that f extends to a map

f E Fl(K,L;e). This (c (f) = 0) will happen if and only

if f can be extended to a map T E Fo(K,L;e) such that

T((1a1)) is contained in one path component of
Fa for

every a E K(1) (see Section III, B, 2,c).

-1If c (f) = 0 then F1(K,L;13) is non-empty. Each

map f E Fl(K,L;B) determines a new simplicial bundle,

, in which all fibers over K-L are path connected

and q-simple for all q (M(0.1) is contained in a path

29
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component of Fa for each 6 K1). Let n be a non-zero

integer in A(K,L;B). fi will be said to be n-ample rela-

tive to L if B^ is n-ample relative to L for every

f E r1 "(K L-g). All bundles will always be said to be zero-

-1ample, and c (f) will always be said to exist. The ex-

n.+1
pression E 3 (f) is defined and zero will be under-

stood to mean that there exists an extension f E r (K L.a)"
n.+1

such that E 3 (f) is defined and zero in the bundle Bi.

With this terminology established, it is clear that

the theorem of Section III, C. 1 applies to simplicial

bundles with non-path connected fibers over K1, exactly

as it is stated. Obvious terminology can be established

which makes the corollaries apply in this more general situ-

ation also.



IV. Examples

Let K be the combinatorial closure of an (n+1)-

dimensional simplex, and Sn+1 be an (n+1)-dimensional

sphere. Let D be an i-dimensional disk and S be an

i-dimensional sphere for 0 < i < n+1, such that

0D° C S0 C D1 c S1 C CDn+1 c Sn+1 i(D s a point of

Example 1: For each integer, i, such that

0 <i < n+1, define_ _

lal x Si if a E K(i) and i is even
E =
a

i-1 (i)
Ial x s if a K and i is odd.

31

Let
cl)a

be the cartesian projection and
0a

be the iden-

tity map. This gives a simplicial bundle for which

A(K;B) is the set of odd integers, i, such that

0 <i < n+1. The inverse image of each point of S is_ _

a "level surface", so the bundle admits (global) cross

sections. .(F) 0 if i is even and a E K(i) , so1 CY

the bundle is not n-simple for any n E A(K,fl).

Example 2: If in the definition of Ea in Example 1



Si is replaced by Di, then a new bundle is obtained.

The set A(K0) is the same as in example 1, and this

bundle admits cross section as in example 1. Now, however,

71-.(F ) = 0 when i E A(KA, so the bundle is ample.
1 0.

Using the main theorem of this thesis, it is clear that

_i+1
c (B) = 0 for all i E A(K0i).

32



V. The Bundles Z(K) and 9.(K)

Lemma: For each q-dimensional simplex, a, define

A(IalxIal)=1(x,y)ElaixIal x=y1,Da = WalxIalrIA(Ialxic51),

and let
xCY

be an interior point of lal. Then there

exists a continuous open injection,

x lal) - Da lalxIal, such that: 01(in-tic:TO x lal

is a homeomorphism onto (int lal) x lal, (1)(x,y) = (x,y)

when y E D(Ial), and 0(x,x) = (x,xa) for all

xE int lal.

Proof: It suffices to prove the lemma holds if

lal is replaced by a q-dimensional ball, B, embedded in

TO, and
xa

is replaced by an interior point,
x0

E int B.

For each (x,Y) E BxB with x y, define

Z(x,y) = {z E101z = ty + (1-t)x for some t > 0},

f(x,y) = inf hx-zh where the infimum is taken over all

z E 2,(x,Y) n (0-B), and

u(x,y) - f(xq) y + (1 f(x,v)
)Hx-y x.

33



Set

kx-yk
f(x,y)

if x = y.

Notice that p is defined and continuous on (BxB) - DB

since px(y) is a translate of the Minkowski functional

[4, p. 134].

Define 0:(BxB) -
DB

-4-BxB by

(x,p(x,y)u(x,y) + (1-p(x,y))xa) if xY

0(x,y) =

(x,xa) if x = y D(Ia1).

The function, 0, is continuous since composed

with each projection is continuous. It is clear from the

definition thatx fixes boundary points and that

0(x,x) = (x,xa) for all x E int B.

If (x,y) E B x D(B) and x y, then
Tx

takes

P(x/Y) = Px(Y)

0

the line segment from x to y onto the line segment from

0
to y. Therefore 0 is an injection and Ox:B B

is a bijection for each x E int B. The inverse of 0 is

given by reversing the above process and is clearly con-

tinuous. This proves the lemma.

34
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Now let K be an oriented simplicial complex, let

xa E int lal for all a E K, and

A(K) = {(x,y) E IKIxIKIlx=y}. For each a K, define

x 1K1 - A(K) lal by (Pa(x,y) = x, and let

0a:Ial x IKI - A(K) Jul x1) be the map of the

lemma (restricted to lal Xlal - A(K)) extend via the

projection map on the second factor. Then

.K) = (101 x IKI - A(K), q0,e0,Kl - fxal)aeK is a

simplicial bundle, called the Lefschetz bundle. A cross

section, f, of this bundle may be identified with a
A

fixed point free map f:IKI IKI by f = Trf where Tr

is the cartesian projection (on the second factor).

If in the above construction, IKI - {x} is re-

placed by the open star of a minus
xa (stu - fxI), then

a bundle, £(K), results which is called the punctured star

bundle of K. Since the open star of a is contractable,

a cross section of this bundle can be identified with a

small fixed point free deformation of IKI. Je.(K) and

..0(K) are n1-ample, but not in general ample.
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APPENDIX I

Homotopy Additon Theorems

Two propositions regarding the addition of elements

in a homotopy group are used in the text; one to show that

n+1cn+1(f) = 0 (cf. III. B. 3) and one to show that

difference cochains exist (when certain homotopies exist

cf. Appendix II). It is necessary to establish some nota-

tion in order to state the theorems.

1. Orientation

An orientation of a (q+1)-dimensional ball or cube,

D, is a choice of a generator for Hq+1(DD) where

H*(DDD) is the relative singular homology of the pair

(D,3D) with coefficients in the integers and DD is the

boundary of D (notice that DD is a q-dimensional

sphere). An orientation of a q-dimensional sphere, S,

is a choice of generator for H
q

(S) (the absolute singu-

lar homology of S).

Since the connecting homomorphism,

Hq+1(D,DD) + H (DD), is an isomorphism, a choice of an
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orientation for D is equivalent to a choice of an orien-

tation for D.

Let the standard q-dimensional cube, Dq, be de-

fined and oriented as in Hilton and Wylie [1, part II].

Let the unit interval, I, have orientation induced by the

ordering of the real numbers.

Let ITI be the space of some (q+1)-dimensional

simplex. A choice of orientation for IT! as a simplex

(i.e. a permutation class of vertices of I TI) is equiva-

lent to a choice of generator for H (p(ITI)), which is,

by definition, a choice of orientation for (ITI) as a

sphere. It is easy to see that there exists an orienta-

tion preserving homeomorphism aT:Sq + a(Iri). A map,

f:3(ITI) W, into a q-simple topological space, W, de-

termines an element of TT (W) denoted by [fa ].

If a and a are two orientation preserving

--1 -1
homeomorphisms, then a = 1

(S')
= aT* aT*, soT- T-

^-1 .

by the Brower-Hopf theorem [1, p. 279], a Is a homo-
T

topy inverse for a . Therefore a is homotopic to

a , which implies that [faT] = [faT] (i.e. [faT] is

determined by f and the orientation of T). Hilton and

Wylie denote [faT] by {f}.



If a is an oriented q-simplex and T is an ori-

ented (q+1)-simplex, define the incidence number of (5 in

Tr [0'iT]r by:

[CiT] =

The First Theorem

The following is a special case of proposition II,

1, 29 in Hilton and Wylie [1, p. 2831.

Proposition: Let A be an oriented (q+2)-simplex,

let K be the combinatorial closure of A with arbit-

rary orientation chosen, and let fdell W be a con-

tinuous map into a q-simple topological space. Then

[T:X] [fa] = 0 (where K(q4-1) is the set

TEK(q+1)

of (q+1)-simplices in K).

The Second Theorem

Let a be an oriented q-simplex and gi:lal Dq

g2:I
D1 be orientation preserving homeomorphisms. Then

a xa
J2

the homeomorphism lal x I > x Di -> Dq+1

if a is not a face of

if a has orientation induced by T

otherwise.
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determines an orientation for lal x I, which determines

an orientation for a(101 x 1). Let 8a:Sci + D(Ial x I)

be an orientation preserving homeomorphism. Then a map,

f:D(Ial x I) + W, where W is q-simple determines an

element [f8
a]

E 7 (W).

The proof that [f80] depends only on f and the

orientation of a is exactly the same as for [fa ].

The following is a special case of proposition

II. 1.30 of Hilton and Wylie [1, p. 284].

Proposition: Assuming that orientations are ar-

ranged as above, let:

T be an oriented (q+1)-simplex,

K be the combinatorial closure of T with

arbitrary orientations,

W be a q-simple topological space,

f01f1:JKJ + W be continuous maps, and

I + W be a continuous map such

that Ho = fo and H1 = fl.

Define 171:(j a(10xi) w by

aq<(q)
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f0(x)
if t = 0

ff(x,t) = H(x,t) if x E 11<q-11

f1
(x) if t = 1.

Then

EfeT3-Ef1c6T3 = (-1)q Earri a
(q)

CIEK

In the statement of the theorem, [17113a] is what

Hilton and Wylie would call



APPENDIX II

Existence of Ample Bundles

The theory developed in Section III. C applies

only to simplicial bundles which are ample (or n-ample

relative to L). This Appendix gives a method (Lemma 2)

of testing a simplicial bundle to see if it is ample.

Lemma 1. If for every pair of partial cross sec-

tions, f0,f1 E r (K,L0i), which agree on L, there

exists a homotopy, H:IK(q-1)-LI XI -4- E, such that

H0
= f0 1IKL' I H1 = f1 IK(q-1)-LI, and

H(3(1a1) x I) CEa for every a K'-L, then B. is

q-ample relative to L.

Lemma 2. If 7.(Fa ) = 0 when a E K2'-L and1

i < q, then the hypotheses of Lemma I are satisfied.

Using Lemmas 1 and 2, it is easy to see that fiber

bundles are n-ample where n is the smallest integer such

that
7n(F)

0, that example 1 is not ample at any di-

mension, and that Example 2 is ample.

Proof of Lemma 2: Let f0'f1 E rq(K,L;f1). A
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suitable homotopy will be constructed step by step.

By the hypotheses of the lemma Fa is path con-

nected (07 (Fa
e

) = 0) for each a K0 -L. Therefore

there exists a path aa:I Ea for each a E 0-L such

that a(0) fo(xa) and a(1) = fi(xa) Define

10-LI XI by H(xa,t) = a(t).

1

IIf H is already defined on 1K(i-1)-LI for

0 < i < q, extend H to Li D(IalxI) by defining

o-EK (i) -L

0(x)
if t = 0

ri(x,t) = H(x,t) if x E IK(i-1)-LI

f1(x)
if t = 1.

For each a E K(i)-L, 171D(IalxI) determines an element

(cf. Appendix I), [1713a] C Tri(Ea). But Tri(Ea) = 0 by

assumption, so H can be extended to Ial x I for each

a E K(i)_L.

Proof of Lemma 1: Let H:IK(q-1)-LIxI E be a

homotopy satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma. H can

be extended to a map
(g)

9(lalxI) E by defining

aEK -L
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Define a cochain dq(fo,f/) C C(K,L;11n) by setting

[dcl(f0,f1)](a) = (-1)q[pag(30.] for each a E K(q).

It remains to be shown that

6cidcl(fo,f1) = C+1(f0) - cci+1(f1).

Let T be a (q+1)-simplex in K. Then

[(ff)](T) y [a:T]w [dcl(f f )](a)
0 T 0'

0-EK(C1)

y [G;T]w (-1)q[p ff(3. ]GT G

a CI< (q)

[G;T]pT*aT* ia* pa* (-1) [10.a
aCK(q)

(-1)q y [G;T]ID",].
CK(q)

Using the second homotopy addition theorem of Appendix I,
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0(x)
if t = 0

17(x,t) = H(x,t) if x e

f1(x) if t = 1.



[eldcl(f f MT)0' 1

= (-1)q [a; T] [pTTI-130.1
(aeKq)

= [feil [fl(IT]

= [ccl(f0)] (T) (CC1(f1)] (T)

which was to be shown.
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